
Innovative provider of integrated plastic tooling 
solutions for the injection molding industry. 

1x8 100 gr. Yogurt Cup Mold

1x12 Convertible to 2x12 - 4.5 Diameter Lid Mold. 2x8 16 Oz. Container Mold 2x8 Ice Cream Lid Mold

Through innovations in hot runner and mold base technology, 
StackTeck has a reputation for delivering fast cycling, high 
output tooling solutions. 

Food packaging and thin wall moulding demand fast cycles 
with extremely aggressive L/T ratio’s. StackTeck container and 
lid molds are robust, accurate and are used in a wide variety of 
applications globally. 

From single cavity to four level stack molds, StackTeck has a 
flexible solution and product offering which is best in class.
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Innovative provider of integrated plastic tooling 
solutions for the injection molding industry. 

This 24 cavity (3X8) QPC Stack mold produces 150mm 
round lids at 5.5 second cycles, or 16,000 parts per 
hour. If demand is greater, this 3 level mold can be 
extended to a 4 level mold minimizing initial capital 
and part costs to customers. 

Pins and tapers align 
modules to frame

Cavity plate water 
and air from back

Core plate water and air from manifolds

Quick Product Change is based on 2 major components; QPC 
mold frame and QPC core and cavity module sets. 

The QPC mold frame incorporates the hot runner power, water and 
air services, part ejection actuation and mold alignment features. 

The QPC core and cavity module sets are specific to a given 
product and are changed out in sets to enable rapid product 
change over. 

A typical QPC stack mold can be changed over in 
less than 45 minutes part to part. 

StackTeck also incorporates our QPC approach in 
our in mold label systems to enable rapid product 
and label changes in 45 minutes. 
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